
The Titles of the Sinhalese Kings as recorded
in the Inscriptions of 3rd Century B.C. to
3rd Century A.(.

Introduction

THE titles of the Sinhalese Kings as recorded in the inscriptions of
3rd B. c:. to 3rd A.C. were IV!aharaja, Raja, Ganumi, Devanapiya,
Mn Parumaka and Apaya. (Princes were c.i lled Aya and Princesses

Abi). In his paper on " Two Royal titles of the early Sinhalese and the origin
of Kingship in Ancient Ceylon,"] Paranavitana discussed the titles Gama~l1:
and M.« Paruntaka : some supplementary observations thereto are offered
here. The Chronicles omit altogether the epigraphical titles M.a Parumaka
and A paya, and they accord the title Deuana-piy« only to Devanarnpiya Tissa
although the epigraphs prove its continuation by this King's successors for
nearly 3 centuries; but, with regard to Gamani, they establish an usage from
the time of Panduvasudeva to Gajabahuka Giimani which is in general agree-
ment with the inscriptions. The names and titles of Kings appear in the
inscriptions (i) when the King himself is the donor, in which case it is usual
for him to give also his father's and grandfather's names if they were Kings,
or (ii) to show the kinship to the Royal family where the inscription is by a
Queen, prince, princess or relative, or (iii) to describe an office held directly
under the King where the inscription is by a high official, or (iv) to date the
epigraph regnally. Of 83 pre-Christian cave inscriptions in which Royal
personages are named, only 7 represent grants by the King himself.:' while
33 are by Queens and Princesses, 28 by Princes and 15 by other persons. ~or
every epigraphical grant of a cave by a Royal personage there are at least 12

grants by chiefs, headmen, householders and others. The paucity of cave
inscriptions of the Kings themselves, at a time when the cave monastery was
the vogue, is certainly surprising, especially as the Chronicles would have
us believe that the Kings of the early Buddhist period built and endowed

1. IR.A .5. (101/1'1ial of III(, Royal Asiatic Socictys, j ulv 1()3U, 413 ft.
2. (a) the Dambulla inscription of Sad<lhit Tissa , ATe. t Ancien! 'l nscri pnons of

Ceylon by E. l\llilJer) 3, (IJ) the Hit.igala inscription 01 Lanjat issa , EZ. (lc'pigm plii« Zryla-
llica), I, 144, (c) the 4 inscriptions at Pcriva.pulivankularn, A.S.C."-LH. (Al'chaeolu,;ical
Survey 0/ Ceylon, Annual Rcpul'!), J')Oj, 47, ~os. I() to :.!L, in which the joint don ors arc
Raja Uti and his wife, Abi Anuradi, and (d) perhaps, the partly mutilated ;\Ii hin ta.lo
inscription 01 Ut tiya which reads :--])EV.\ N.-\1'1Y:\ l\IAJ-L\lL\j AHA GX\IA~I UI'I ...
PA~I LE~E.
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Viharas in many parts of the Island with great liberality. a In the rst, znd and
3rd centuries A.C., when the rock inscription replaces the cave inscription, the
position changes and the Kings themselves are the grantors in about half
the number of)nscriptions in which they are mentioned. It might be con-
tended that there is a probability of the Kings not having been accorded their
full or proper titles in the large proportion of inscriptions in which they them-
selves were not the grantors and that this accounts for the variations in the
Kings' titles exhibited in the inscriptions. In the writer's view such laxity
or carelessness in naming the King is not likely to have occurred or to have
been countenanced.

Maharaja and Raja
The relative frequency and value of the Royal titles Maharaja and Raja

are illustrated in the tabular statement. A further analysis of 234 inscrip-
tions of Royal personages, both identified and unidentified, in the period
under review, discloses the following frequencies in the use of the various titles,
singly and in combination :-

Deoanapiya M aharaja Gamani 28 inscriptions
Deoanapiya Maharaja 12

Deoana piya Raja 2

Devanapiya 3
1\;]aharaja Gamani 11

Raja Gamani 8
Maharaja 69
Raja 87
Gama~i 8
M a Parumaka Maharaja 3
Ma Parumaka Maharaja Apaya 1

:11ahara]a A paya 2

Saddha Tissa, Kanittha Tissa and Mahasena are described as J1aharaja in
every inscription in which they are mentioned. But they are exceptions.
In general, the Kings were styled Maharaja in a majority of inscriptions, but
there was no apparent distinction between JyI aharaja and Raja. In India,
the Kings did not assume the title M ahara]a till about the rst century B.C.

but in Ceylon it was in use nearly 2 centuries earlier. The NIahii7'llmsa employs
it rarely but in those instances it signifies no higher degree of rulership.

3. Devunampiya Tissa , for instance, is credited with the construction of 68 rock-
caves around the Kantaka Cetiya at Mihintale PI (}\,[aluivari~sa) 16, 12), but, although
most 01 the caves in this locality bear inscriptions, not one is by Dcvanarnpiya Tissa.
DuHhagiimani Abhaya is stated to have built 68 or 'J'J Viharas (IVl. 24, 47 : 32, 26). Sad-
dhatissa built Vihiiras from Drghaviipi to Anuradhapura, one far every yaj ana of the
way (M. 33, 9).
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THE TITLES OF THE KINGS AS RECORDED IN THE
INSCRIPTIONS OF 3rd B.C. TO 3rd A.C.

MAHARAJA AND RAJA-TABULAR STATEMENT
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I

Some Kings (DutthagamaDi Abaya,s Vat tagarnani Abhaya,e Mahacii]
Mahatissa,e Kutakanna Tissar and AmaD<;iagamaDiAbhayae] were mentioned
at times by their personal names without any title other than Gamaru, Dut-
thagamani and Tissa were styled Devanapiya Raja and not Maharaja:» A
pre-Christian cave inscription at Mihintale reads:- DIPA RAJA ]ITAYA

MAHAl3IY A LE~E SAGA~A: Dipa Raja signified the King over the
whole Island and it did not derogate from his dignity to be called Raja. The
conclusion to be drawn from the evidence is that, in regard to the Anuradha-
pura kings, iVf aharaja and Raja were understood and used as synonymous
terms, no greater emphasis being laid on the former: these Kings, certainly
from Dutthagarnani Abhaya onwards, ruled over the whole of Ceylon.

An unusual use of the title Maharaja has to be mentioned. A rst century
inscription at Karandahela.w incised over 200 years after the death of
Kakavanna Tissa, reads :-HABUTAGALA VIHAH.AHI KAKAVA~A TISA
MAHARAJAHA UVASIKA MATA TU (MA) HA VAVI SAGA DINA :i\IAHA

VA. .. The Rugam inscription.u which is relevant though just outside
the period covered by this paper, begins :-STDDHAM YATALAKA
TISA MAHARAJA ... SARIMEKAVAJ':'TA ABA MAHARAJA TUMANA PACA-
VANAKA VASA HI PIYAKALUTATA VAHIRA rcr CEYA IC[ KARAVA-

YA: its date is about 5 centuries after the time of Yatt halaya Tissa.
Both Kakavanna Tissa and Yatthalaya Tissa are posthumously styled
1\.1aharaja in these 2 inscriptions although neither of them ascended the
throne of Anuradhapura or ruled over the whole Island. 12

4. The Srlavakanda inscription (A.S.C.A.R. 1935, para 41) reads :-UPASAKA
VELASA LEJ':'TE UPASIKA TISAYA LE~E GA:\1A~I ABAYASA RA]A~I SAGASA
DINE.

5. An inscription at Darnbulla Vihara and the Trttavela inscription (A.S.C.A.R.
1933, paras 56 and 76) read respectively :-(i) DAMARAKITA TERAHA LE~E AGATA
ANAGATA CATUDISA SAGASA DINE GAMA~I ABAYASA RA]IYAHI KARITE,
and (ii) BATA MAHATlSAHA LE~E GAMA~I ABAYASA RAJAYASI ... SAGASA.

6. E.Z. III, 156, note 5.
7. The Dunumadalakanda inscription (A.I.C. IS) begins :-KU,!,AKA~A GAMAJ':'TI

ABA YAHA PUTI B.\ TIY A MAHARA] A ; see also the Ratravcla inscri ption (note 5 I)

and E.Z. Ill, 156, note 5.
8. The Ridrvihara inscription (C.j.S. II, 179) begins :-DEVA~IPIYA TISA

RA]AHA MAJ:WMANAKE TISA MAHAl{AJAHA MARU:\lANAKE NAKA :\1AHA-
RA(]A)HA PU(TA GA)MA~I ABAYA DINE.

9. See notes 8 and 38.
10. Ik miles north of the r jth milepost on the Pottuvil-Moncragala road. Dr. Para- '<

navitana informs me that this inscription is in verse.
II. A.I.C. 2{, revised: the word which would have explained the context in which

Yatalaka-Tisa is here mentioned is, unfortunately, obliterated.
12. Kakavanna Tissa was ruler of Rohana when Elara reigned at Anur adhapura,

There is disagreement as to where Yat.thalaya Tissa ruled, whether at Mahagama or Kal-
ya,!i-see M. 22, 10 ; M. 85, 64 to 65 ; Puj IS ; Raj 24.
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The pre-Christian cave inscriptions contain the names of several Royal
personages (Raja, Gamani, Aya, Abi) whose identities are uncertain. Parana-
vitana suggests that the princes named in the Bovattagala inscriptions appear
to be identical with the Ksatriyas of Kajaragama mentioned in the Mahii-
vamsa.1:1 The 14 inscriptions at Kottadamuhela.w only 10 miles to the west,
all read, with slight variations, as follows:-DAMARAJA PUTA MAHATISA
AYAHA JITA ABI SAVERA AYA i\.BAYA PUTA TISA AYAHA JAYA
ABI SAVERAYA DINE. Damaraja and his son, Mahatisa Aya, of the
Kottadamuhela inscriptions are identical with the persons bearing the same
names in the Bovattagala inscriptions: and both sets of inscriptions bear the
same distinctive symbol of the fish. The genealogy derived from them is as
follows :-

I
I
I

RAJA UTI

I
I

THE ELDEST
OF TEN

BROTHERS

8 OTHER
BROTHERS

I
I
I

DA)IARAJA15
AYA ABAYA

I
I
I

MAHATIsA I
AYATISA

I .~&'-,~
I 0<'~'~

Am S.WERA

The fish symbol occurs also in the Henannegala
Gamani Tisa, Majima Raja and Garnini.

AYA

Am ANURADI

inscriptioniu which mentions

13· j.R.A.S .. July. 1936.445; C.j.S. II. 99 to roo. 11.4 to 115.175 to 177.
14· A.S.C.A.R .• 1934. para 78.
15. If this Damaraja was a local ruler in South and South-East Ceylon, there was

another king bearing the same name at Anuradhapura : see the inscription of Aya Asali,
son of Oamani Dhamaraja, at Mihintale (A.S.C.A.R., I9II-12, 95, No. ro, revised) and
a reference to Damaraja in an inscription at NaHunkanda not far from Mihintale (A.S.C,
7th Report. 48, NO.3).

16. Parker, 446.
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About 20 miles from Henannegala is the Kusalanakanda inscriptionir
which reads :-UPARAJA NAGA PUTE RAJA ABAYE NAMA TASA

PUTE GAMI~1 TISE NAMA LE~E KARITE SUDAFlANE SAGASA. This
inscription does not bear the fish (or any other) symbol, but its proximity
to Henannegala suggests that the Rajas and princes mentioned in the 2 inscrip-
tionsbelonged to the same Royal family. Very close to Kusalanakanda is
the Kaludupotana-rnalai inscriptionre reading :-AYABAYA PUTASA

RAJlY AS! KATE PARUMAKA SA· . .. Aya Abaya may be identical with
Raja Abaya of Kusalanakanda, Paranavitana considers that Naga Aya
of the Kolladeniya (Kinivalgoda) inscriptionie may be Mahanaga, the first
ruler of Rohana :-PARUMAKA PUSADEVASA JAYA PARUMAKA
LASO~,-\YA LE~E NAGAYAHA RAJAYAHI KATE S.-\GASA. Two
inscriptions at Mihintale bear the text :-KA~AGAMA RA]ASA nSAHA

JITA SAVER\ SAM\~IYA LE~E SAGASA.tO An inscription at Kora-
tota.ei near Colombo, records the grant of a cave by the daughter of a Maha-
raja whose name is not stated. The Periyapuliyankulam inscriptions mention
a princess named Abi Anuradi, the daughter of Raja Naga and the wife of
Raja Uti.22 The Ambulambe inscriptionses give the genealogy :-

PACINA RAJA

I
I

RAJA ,\I3AYA

I
I

TIS}\. AVA

The Bambaragala inscription mentions Pocani Raja Nagaya and his wife, the
daughter of a Brahmana.ss Princes named Aya Suratisa, Aya Siva, Daraka
Aya son of a Raja, Aya Duhita (probably a contemporary of Vattagarnani
Abhaya) and Uti Aya are mentioned in inscriptions at Dimbulagala.ze Mutu-

--------------------.------ I
I

TISA AVA

17. [hid. 421 and 445. revised.
18. A.S.C.A.R .. 1933. para Sl.
19. A .S.C.A. R .. 19'1f. para 7 r fi.). If thc Kusalanakanda inscription is not asso-

ciated with the one at Honannegala, the equation Nagaya (Kolladeniya) = Uparaja
Naga (Kusalanakanda) = Uparajii. Mahanaga (Mahavmhsa), seems feasible.

20. A.S.C.A.R., 1911-Il. 95. No. II (ii) revised.
21. A S.C.A.R .. 1932.9.
22. A.S.C.A.R .. 1905.47. Nos. 19 to 22.

23. A.I.C. 34. revised.
24. A.S.C.A.R .. 1935. para 42.
25. C.A. (Ceylon An!iquary) III. 4.
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gala.se Naccenmalai.sz Nuvarakandass and Ranagirimadaw respectively.
The identification of the Royal personages named in the foregoing series of
pre-Christian inscriptions is outside the scope of this paper, but the inscriptions
are relevant to show that Buddhist rulers styled Raja ruled in the south and
east contemporaneously with the early Devanapiya Maharajas and Rajas
of Anuradhapura. It is not possible to be precise as to whether they were
dependent, independent or semi-independent of the Anuradhapura king,
but it is significant that none of them is styled Devanapiya or Maharaja.
Ayas also exercised ruling powers and two of their inscriptions are dated
regnally, agayaha rajayahi and Ayabaya putasa rajiyasi,

Devanapiya
The significance of Devanarhpriya in Asoka's inscriptions has been explain-

ed elsewhere.so Its etymological meaning is " dear to the gods" and it was
used in India as a honorific title and sometimes as a substitute for Raja by the
Emperor Asoka principally and to a lesser extent by his predecessors and
successors. The Ceylon chronicles are unanimous that Mutasiva's son and
successor, Tissa, was the first (and only) King of Lanka to be called Deoiinam-
piya. The epigraphical evidence in support of the Chronicles that Devanarn-
piya Tissa was the first King to be so named lacks certainty. The Rajagiri-
lenakanda inscription of Devanapiya Tisau and the following inscription
from Mihintalc refer most probably, though not with certainty, to Devanam-
piya Tissa :-DE(VA)NAPIYA MAHARAJAHA R\RIY_-\. YA BAKA ...

UPASIKA VARU~A(DA)TAYA LEl:'E.:12 Paranavitana attaches credibility
to the M,;.h!'lvarhs'l account of Devanarnpiya Tissa's second consecration
and suggests that" when Asoka conferred the dignity of a King upon Tissa
(Devanampiya Tissa) he also permitted the latter to use the title (Devaneirh-
priya) by which he always refers to himself in his own inscriptions ".:;:1

26. Ibid, HI, :211.

27· A.S.C.A.R., 1933, par:t 81.
28. C.].S. II, 127. No. 535.
29. About TOmiles north-east of Kuruniigala. See also the Ya tahalena and Lena-

gala inscriptions, C.].S. II, 202 to 20·t.

30. Corpus Lnscri ptionum Lndicatum, Vol. I, by E. Hult esch, xxix ; Asoka and his
Inscription" by B. M. Baru a, 16 and 106.

3I. A.S.C.A.R., 1933, para 55·
32. A.S.C.A.R., 1(lI1'I2, Ylo No.2, revised. The 2 Piccandivava inscriptions

(A.I.e. R4) reading (i) MAHARAJAS A DEVANAPIYASA GAMIl:'l TlSASA VEJ.-\.
BA}{Al:'A GOBUTlYA LEl:'E SAGASA, and (ii) :VIAHc\R.\]AS_-\. VEVA~rpIYAH,\
ACIRIYA BA:\1A...~A GOnUTlYA LEl:'E, also refer, in all probability, from the nature
of the script, to Dcvanampiya Tissa. In the later Yat.ahalona and Minvila inscriptions
(C.].S. II, 203, No. 618, and E.Z., III, I56, note 5), Deuana piya stands for Devanampiya
Tissa.

33· ].R.A.S., July, 1936,443.
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This proposition may not be wholly acceptable: but Devanampiya Tissa and
Asoka were contemporaries and there was intercourse between the Mauryan
empire and Ceylon, and there can be no doubt that Devanarnpiya Tissa assum-
ed the title in imitation of Asoka.

The earliest, certain, epigraphical use of ])evanapiya is in the Mihintale
inscriptions of Uttiya, the younger brother and successor of Devanampiya
Tissa.3~ In the period of about IIO years (corresponding, approximately,
to the znd century B.C.) between Uttiya and Vatragamani Abhaya, there is
some slight degree of doubt as to the identities of the kings mentioned in the
inscriptions. Deuana-piya Maharaja Gamani Abaya of the TonigaIa,:I"
Kossagamakandaae and Mihintalcat inscriptions has been identified on palaeo-
graphical grounds with Dutthagamani Abhaya. The Koravakgala inscrip-
tion of the reign of the same King reads -DEVAi\ ..••l'IYA R..••./A AB:\ YASA
SE~APATI l'AJW;\L\ r,,:.-\ 1\1(1)TASA LE~E :\C:\T:\ :\i\ ...•G:\1'.\ CATUDISA
8AGA8A.:18 There is no cvid.incc, historical or epigraphical, that any
ruler other than the King at Anuradhapura bore the title Deuanapiya. The
preceding epigraph, incised in the King's lifetime, after he had ascended the
throne of Anuradhapura and restored Sinhalese sovereignty over the whole
of Ceylon, has the unusual combination Devanapiya Raja in place of Devana-
piya Maharaja.

Wickremesinghc has identified Deuana-piya JI ahara]a Gainani Tisa of
the Rit igala inscription with Saddhii Tissa.ea The same identification has
been made in respect of the Dambullaw and Nuvaragalau inscriptions and the
5 inscriptions at Rajagala.~~

In the Ritigala inscriptions.sa Lanjatissa is styled Deranapiya Tisa
A (baya) and Deoana piy« La]a (kit Tisa ... ): the second of these inscriptions
is partly obliterated and probably contained the title Maharaja or Raja at the
end, but in the first inscription Deuanapiya was used along with the King's
personal name, in an inscription of the King himself, unaccompanied by
either Maharaja or Naja.

Deuanapiya Xl ahara]a Ganian: A baya of the 9 Galiena inscriptions-a
and the Sasseruva inscription-s is identified as Vattagarnani Abhaya. Hence-
forward occurs a change in the position of the Royal title 111ahara/a.

34. A.S.C.A.H., 1<)33. paras 53 and 54; 110ft' 2(:1).
35. A .1.C. 1.

36. j.R.A.S. (C.B.). Vol. 36. No. <)8.
37. A.S.C.A R., !(jll'I2, 97, No. 23 : read Lonapi ior Lanapi.
38. A.S.C.A.H., 1<)34, para 71(ii).
39. E.Z. I, '44·
40. A.I.C·3·
41. Parker, 445.
42. A.S.C.A.H., 103;. para 39·
43. E.Z. I, IH, 148.
44. A.l.C. 2; A.S.C.A.R., 1935, para 40; E.Z. I, 142.
45· Parker, 444; ].R.A.S., July, 1936. H<)·
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Mahaciih Mahatissa (B.C. 77-63) is styled Devanapiya Tisa Maharaja ill

the Maha Ratrnale.se Molahitiyavelegala.o Mihintale.ss Kaduruvava-e and
" Line" -malaiec inscriptions. In the Ratravela inscription he is styled
Deuana-piya Gamani I.,,1aharaja. 51

Tissa (B.C. 51-48) is called Deuana piya Tisa Raja in the Ridivihara
inscription.es this is the second instance of the use of Raja (and not iV1aharaja)
with Devanapiya.

The full titles of Kutakanna Tissa (n.c. 44-22) as given in the Maha
Ratrnalese and Mihintale-e inscriptions were Devanapiya Pudakana Gama1Ji
Abaya M aharaja.» In the same Mihintale inscription, Bhatikabhaya is
styled Deuana piya Camani A baya Maharaja. The latest epigraphical record
of the use of Deuana piya occurs in the Iaha Ratrnale inscription in which
Mahadathikamahanaga (A.C. 7-19) is called Deuana piya Naka Maharaja.

We have, therefore, an almost unbroken epigraphical series for the use of
the epithet Deoanapiya by the Sinhalese kings of Anuradhapura from B.C. 247
to A.C. 19. There are only 3 inscriptions of Mahadathikamahanaga's succes-
sors up to and including Yasalalakatissa : all 3 are of .i\maIf9-agamal)i Abhaya
and Deoanapiya does not occur in anyone of them. The dynasty of Deva-
nampiya Tissa ended with Yasalalakatissa (52-60) and the use of the dynastic
honorific Deoana piya came to an end at the same time. But Deoana piya
was not paraded in every inscription nor even in a majority of inscriptions:
it occurs in 45 out of 94 royal inscriptions from Devanarnpiya Tissa to Maha-
dathikamahanaga and it was rarely used in the inscriptions referring to the
last three of these kings. Devanampiya Tissa's successors on the throne of
Anuradhapura continued to use the title till his line terminated with the
assassination of Yasalalakatissa in the year 60. As time went on, the honorific
significance of the title had added to it a dynastic or lineage significance, as

46. E.Z. I, 61.
17. E.Z. III, 154.
48. A.I.C. 20, revised.
49· A.S.C.A.R., 1935, para 43; the inscription begins :-DEV.\~IPI TIS.\ ;VIAHA-

RAJ.\HA.
50. 2i miles west of the 64th milepost on the BatticaloaPottu vil road. The inscrip-

tion reads :-SIDDHAM DEVA~APIYA TISA\1AHAIL\.JAH.\ MANUMAKARAKE
KUl;>AKAJ:orA RAJAHA PUTE RAJA ABAYE CA NAKA MAHARAJA CA DAKA-
PUJ:orAKA MA(HA) GIRIGAMAKA AI"I CA SIl'AVATAHI BlKU SAGA.YE NIYATE
ME DO A~~I SIRAHI KARA KAl;>AVI.

51. A.S.C.A.R., 1934, para 71(iv). The first part of the inscription reads:-
SIDDHAM DEVAJ:orIPIYA GAMANI MAHARAJAHA MARUMANAKA PUl;>AKAJ:orA
GAMANI ABAYAHA PUTA NAKA MAHARAJA BOHOGIRI N_\KAPAVATAHI
TU(MA)HA VIHARAHI DIXA SAGIKA CATUDISIKA.

52. See note 8.
53· Kutakanna Tissa is called Abaya in 10 inscriptions and T'isa in 3 (Ridtvihara,

C.J..S. II, 17<),Tissamaharfima, C.J.S. II, 18; and Kotavcbcragala, C.A. III, 205).
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is evident from the Minvila inscription of Kutakanna Tissa.e- and when a new
dynasty replaced the old it could no longer be continued.

Wickremesinghe advanced the proposition that (i) in the pre-Christian
inscriptions the title Maharaja was always inserted between the epithet
Deoanapiya and the name of the King, e.g. Deoanapiy« Maharaja Garnani
Abaya, and (ii) in the· inscriptions of the znd and 3rd A.C. the title AI aharaja
came after the King's name, e.g. Deoanapiya Garnani Abaya iVJaharajaY>
Three examples could be quoted against the first part of this hypothesis :-
(a) one of the 5 royal epigraphs at Rajagala-: reads :--",IAHARAJAHc\
DEVAN:\PIYAHA GAMAl'H TI~AHA PUTA.Hc\ TIS.~ A Y.\H,\ "'L\HA LE~E;

(b) the Piccandiyava inscriptionse : and (c) the Kossagamakanda
inscriptionae which reads AI aharajalia Gamani A bayaha Deuanapiyasa, but
here the unusual order of words is accounted for by the fact that the inscrip-
tion is in verse. Wickremesinghe's identification of the Kings in the Maha
Ratrnale« and Ritigalaev inscriptions was at fault and Paranavitana has
corrected the former errores : moreover, his chronology was different to that
adopted here.ev The change which he observed in the relative positions of
the titles Devanapiya and Maharaja actually became the rule in the inscriptions
in which Mahaciili Mahatissa (R.C. 77-63) was given his full titles, and conti-
nued to be the rule till Deval1apiya went out of use in the middle of the rst
century.

Gamani
" He who brings guerdon comes as first invited: the chief of the hamlet

(.£;YliJlUltli)comes as guerdon-bearer. Him I account the ruler of the people
who was the first to introduce the guerdon". "Blest be the hamlet's chief
(.~riima~l), most Iiberal Manu, may his bounty rival that of Surya ".00 These
two quotations from the Rigveda elevate the Graman; to a position of ruler-
ship, a position far higher than that of a village chief. Grama originally had
the sense' horde' or ' host' (group of nomads) and Greimatll was the leader
of the grama.ei The Bharatas, one of the most powerful tribes of the Vedic
period, are called ajana (' people ') as well as agr{ima.61 Graman; was iden-
tical with Vrajapati and was the commander of a division of troops in war.ei

In the later Braharnana period in India, the Grama?!t was one of about a
dozen high personages who took an important part in the ceremony of the

5+. E.Z III, 150, note 5·
55· E.Z. I, 147·
:;6. <.:('C note 32 (i ),

57, E.Z. I, q8.
58. E.Z. II], 156.
59. ">lendis' Chronology in this Review, Vol. ), :'-<0. I, page 39.
60. Rigrrd a, Book X, hvmn 107, verse 5 IC)3l, s) and hymn 62, verse II 1888, I I \.

I am indo btcd to Dr. O. H. de ,\. 'Vi jt'sckera for these two re ferences,
61. Cambridge History of India, 93 to 95.
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King's consecration. "Probably at this epoch a Graman; was, both for civil
and military purposes, at the head of each village, owing, it may be conjectured,
his position to the king, while the. Grama1}-'i par excellence presided over the
city or village where the royal court was situated. It is also far from unlikely,
despite the silence of the texts, that the civil functions of the Grama1}-I were
the more important, for the post is emphatically declared in several places to
represent the summit of the ambition of the Vaisya. If later analogy is to
help us, we may conjecture that the Griima1}-'i formed the channel through which
the royal control was exercised and the royal dues received "6!.

In the Manavadharrnasastra the head of one village is called the
Griimika.u:t By the time of the Jatakas and in the Mauryan Empire, the
position of the G(ima1}-i in India was that of a village headman appointed
by the king: he is equated with Giima-bhojaka.w The distinction between
Garnani and Giimika is now vague as wen as confused, and historical criticism
has not yet made the position clear. However, the deterioration of the rank
or office of Gama1}-i from Vedic to Mauryan times is noticeable: at first, the
leader of the host, comparable with Manu, and finally a village headman.

This deterioration did not occur in Ceylon. With one possible exception,
the Giimanis of the Chronicles and inscriptions were undoubtedly Kings or
princes. The Chronicles first give the title Gama'[li to Dighagarnani, the
nephew of King Panduvasudeva: ~5 then they accord it to Dutthagamani Abhaya,
Vattagamani Abhaya, .Amal)<;iagamaI).iand finally to Gajabahuka Gamani,
The inscriptions confirm the Chronicles in respect of these 4 Kings and add
to the list Devanarnpiya Tissa(?), Uttiya, Saddha Tissa, Mahacu]t Mahatissa,
Kutakanna Tissa and Bhatikabhaya. The Prince Gamani was so named be-
cause he was lord of Mahagama.ee so that the title Gama~li was given to the
_King's son in the King's lifetime. Dlghagamani, as we have seen, was named
Giimani although he was not the son of a King. The Kusalanakanda inscrip-
tionir of Gamani Tisa appears to have been inscribed during the lifetime of
his father, Raja Abaya. Gamani Tisa of the G61)avatta inscriptionez was
the son of Amal)Qagamal)i Abhaya : he did not ascend the throne, but bore

6~. Ibid, I3I.

63. Mtinu , VII, I23.

64. C.lI.l., 48A: Economic Life and Progress in Ancient India by N. Bandyopadh-
yaya, 234.

65· M. 9, 13·
66. IvI. 22, 70 to 71. Anuradhapura and 1\1ahagama would have been known as

Nagaras even at this time. Other and less important Nagaras were then in existence ; the
pre-Christian inscriptions at Henannegala, Tonigala, Ranagirimada. Yatahalena, Lenagala
and Kongala name the following nagaras :-Kasabanagara, Acanagara, Tavirikiyanagara,
Abayanakara, Nilavanagara, Batasanagara and Utinagariya. This last may have been
named after Raja Uti of the Bo vattagala inscriptions.

67. C.].S., II 1.)0, note I.
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the title Giima'IJi during his father's reign. So that GC1!luoy,i in Ceylon could
be said to have been exclusively and undoubtedly a title of kings and princes
but for the single, exceptional inscription at Naval Ar which Paranavitana has
cited. 58 The text of this inscription is as follows :-ATI ACARIYA GAMA~I
PADUMA PUTA PADUMAGUTASA l'IYADAA\NE N\MA LE~E SAGA YE
NIYATE, 2 symbols. Without extending the meaning of Gmna'IJi in this
solitary instance to signify, as in India, the head of a corporation or company
of elephant-trainers or elephant-mounted soldiers, since Acariya is itself
sufficiently expressive of that office, and without deviating from the meaning
the title bears in every other written document in Ceylon, we may assume that
Gamani Paduma of this particular inscription was a Prince.

If it is correct that in India the status of the Giimani degenerated from
that of a Vedic leader of the host to a Mauryan village headman, then Ceylon
was not influenced by that process and it would appear that the Indo-Aryan
occupation of this Island must be put back to a period earlier than the
traditional one of 5th or hth H. c.

Ma Parumaka
Paranavitana has pointed out that the Royal title M« Parumaka is a

corruption of M ahaparumaka which is identical with the Sanskrit M ahapra-
mukha and the Pali Mahiipamukha or l\lahapamokkha. He has also shown
that in Pali literature P/imokkha signified a member of the nobility as well as
the president of a guild or corporation.

The early inscriptions of Ceylon contain numerous references to persons
bearing the rank of Parumaka. Its latest use in an epigraph was early in the
rst century A.C. The period during which the title Parumaka was in use was,
therefore, 3rd n.c. to the early part of rst A.C. During this period the title
1vI a Parumaka does not occur in a single inscription: its first appearance is
in the second half of the znd century, nearly one and a half centuries after
Parumaka became obsolete. This strange phenomenon is capable, at present,
of speculative explanation only.

The first occurrence of lief a Parumaka is in the Tammanakanda inscrip-
tionG9 of Kanittha Tissa (r67-r86), the relevant portion reading :-MA PARU-
MAKA MAJ;.I TISA ;VIAHARA]I ]I~APATr SATARIYA KOrU DI~I. But
this is the only one of r4 known inscriptions of Kanittha Tissa in which
this title is used. The Habarana inscriptionzc of the late znd or early 3rd A. c.
(quite possibly in Kanittha Tissa's time) is dated in the reign of a King styled
;VIA PARUMAKA MAHARAJI, but the King's name is not given. The next
King after Kanit tha Tissa to be called Ma Parumaka was Mahasena (274-302)

but the number of royal inscriptions of the intervening period of a little over

68. j.R.A.S., July, I936, 446.
69. A.S.C 7th Report, .p, NO.3.
70. A.I.C. 6I ; E.Z. III, I79, note 3.
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a century is so small that it cannot be inferred that the title went into abeyance
during this period. The Karambagala inscriptionn of Sirirneghavanna
commences :-SIDDHA:\I PUVA YA .MA PARU~'IAIC\ MAHASE.TA l\l.\Hc\RA]A
(HA) PUTA SIRIMEKA(VA~A :\IA)HARAJA APAYA(HA CATA LAGITA)
VISITIVANAKA VAS,\HI. The Bovattagala inscriptionv- of j etthatissa
II also refers to Mahasena posthumously as }IIa Parumaka i-s- (SlDDHAj:\I
MA PARUMAKA (:VL-\HAJSENA MAHARAJA .\PAYA(HA) PuTA JET,\TISA
MAHA(R:\JA APA) YAHA CATA (LAGITA.)

Apaya
Paranavitana has recorded his observations on the title A paya. 7;\ It

was a synonym for Abaya but it was an honorific and not a personal name,
and it always occurs after Maharaja. Like M.a Parumaka, Apaya appears
only in epigraphs and is absent in the Chronicles. Mahasena was the first
king to bear it: in the Bovattagala inscription already quoted he receives
the titles M.a Parumaka, Maharaja and Apaya. The form Abaya was used
in the shorter inscription at Tonigala.z- Apaya came into use at the very
end of the period covered by this paper.

Conclusion
The vogue of Deoana-piya lasted from the second half of the jrd century

B.C. to the middle of the rst century A.C. Gamani, which had an earlier origin,
outlasted Deuana piya by about 75 years into the early znd century. M.a
Parumaka was introduced in the latter half of the znd century. A paya
originated at the end of the 3rd or beginning of the 4th century.

Referring to the sobriq uetsze given to the Kings in the Aid Iramsa and
particularly to 'Mahallaka', Parana vi tan a observed that" such epi thets, though
favoured by the writers of the Chronicles, are never found used in documents
written in the lifetime of the personages to whom they referred "76. We
find, however, in the inscriptions (i) Kakavanna Tissa called Kakavana Tisa
Maharaja two centuries after his death, (ii) Dutthagamani Abaya called
DUTAKA GAl\II~I ABA RAJA in a 3rd century inscription.zz (iii) Mahaciili
Mahatissa called Macudi Raja in his reign.ze Mahacudika by his son.ze and
Macudika Raja by his great-great-grandson.sc (iv) Kutakanna Tissa called

71. A.I.C 21{a) revised; E.z. 179, note 3; £.Z. IV, 224.

72. A.S.C.A.H, 1931, para 71(viii).
73.' E.Z. Ill, 124, E.Z. IV, 114, note ro.
74. E.Z. III, 172, note 2.

75. For example. Kakavanna, Dut.thagamani, Va1;tagamal)i, Mahacfil) (E.Z. III.
155), Kn taka nna, Mahadiithika (E.Z. Ill. 156), Van kana=ika and Mahallaka.

76. E.Z. IV, 216.
77· Kalkulam inscription, A.S.C.A.R .. 1933. para 57.
78. J.R.A.S. IG.B.), Vol. .'16. No. 98.
79. E.Z. III, 156, note .5.
80. C.J.S., II, 150, note I.
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Pudakan., , Putakana, Kudakana and Kutakana in his own inscriptions and in
inscriptions of his son and grandson.ei and (v) Mahallaka Naga referred to as
Mahala Raja in an inscription of his son.se These sobriquets, as rendered in
Pali in the Mahiivamsa, connote some objectionable feature in the King's
character or personal appearance, and are, in fact, vulgar nick-names: and it
is scarcely credible, if the Pali is a correct rendering of the original, that the
Kings or their sons or their descendants would have tolerated their use in an
epigraph or any document whatsoever. Only 5 out of some IS Kings assigned
nick-names in the Chronicles bear similar names in the inscriptions and the
explanation appears to be that in these 5 cases the inscriptional names did
not carry the opprobrious meaning which their Pali rendering was later made
to convey.

C. W. NICHOLAS

ill. E Z. Ill. 156 note 5' E.Z. III, 154 ; A.I.C.20; A.S.C. 7th Report, 58; E.Z.
I, 61 ; etc;

82. Ganekanda inscription, A.S.C.A .R. 19]2, <).


